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Bo Elkjaer

Investigative reporter

Danish Broadcasting Corporation

Bo Elkjaer educated from the Danish school of journalism DJH in 1997.

In January 2001 Elkjaer and coworker Kenan Seeberg gave a presentation for the European
Parliaments temporary committee on the “Echelon” system. Elkjaer and Seeberg had investigated
the US led international surveillance system known as Echelon and published numerous articles on
the subject in the Danish daily newspaper Ekstra Bladet.

After the terror attack on New York and Washington in September 2001 Elkjaer covered
international terrorism for the newspaper Ekstra Bladet, investigating among other things Al
Qaidas presence on the internet and how they used hackers to spread propaganda.

Bo Elkjaer won the Cavling Award 2003 for his work on the Iraq war.

In 2007 Elkjaer along with John Mynderup uncovered the financial networks behind Icelandic
investments in Denmark and Europe, uncovering the tax planning mechanisms used in these
investments. In 2009 Elkjaer and Mynderup uncovered how the EU emissions trading system was
being infiltrated by criminals who used it for extensive VAT fraud.It was based on this research
that Elkjaer, now at the Danish Broadcasting Corporation DR, joined a team to investigate current
VAT fraud against Denmark. This team found links to Islamic extremism in the networks behind
the fraud. In documentaries in 2016 and 2017 the team uncovered how Spanish jihadists had been
imported into Denmark and used as directors in companies used for VAT fraud with different goods
including foods, soft drinks and electronics.
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Elena Hach is the representative of the Romanian General Attorney Office in the Board of the
FIAU (the National Office for Prevention and Control of Money Laundering), position she has
held since 2013. In the past 2 years Mrs. HACH has also been the permanent representative of
the Romanian General Attorney Office to Moneyval, the permanent monitoring body of the
Council of Europe entrusted with assessing compliance with the principles of international
standards to counter money laundering and the financing the terrorism and with the
effectiveness of their implementation. She is specialized in anti-money laundering, financing of
terrorism through money laundering including through VAT carousel fraud. She has been a
prosecutor since 1998, having been appointed to serve in the Ministry of Justice, as an adviser
on international law and treaties, between 2007 and 2009. After graduating from the Faculty of
Law - The University of Bucharest, she has followed training programmes both in Romania and
abroad. She has also gathered an important teaching experience and has published several
articles on judicial matters.

Elena Hach

Representative of the Romanian General Attorney
Office in the Board of the FIAU (the National Office for
Prevention and Control of Money Laundering)
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Mr Seixas Felício is stationed since 2014 within the Operations Department of Europol. He is
currently the Head of the Unit of Economic and Property Crime, the Unit responsible for
providing vertical support to the 28 Member States international investigations in the areas of
Environmental Crime, Sports Corruption, MTIC, VAT and Serious Frauds as well as Property
Crime, Euro and Product Counterfeit.

Before, and for 3 years, Mr Seixas Felício was a Senior Specialist at Europol working as the chief
of the Anti-Money Laundering Unit, within the Financial Intelligence Group.

Previously, and for 14 years, he was a supervising and coordinating officer for criminal
investigations at the Portuguese Judiciary Police, specialized in the areas of Economic and
Financial Crime and Organized Crime. Prior to that, and for a period of 2 years, he was also a
Professional Lawyer at the Portuguese Bar Association.

Pedro Seixas Felício

Head of Unit – Operations Economic and Property Crime

Europol
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Dr. Frunza obtained his PhD in Maths in 2010 and a Higher PhD (Habilitation) in economics in
2014, both at the Paris I Sorbonne University.

Between 2009 and 2011 he was Head of structuring at Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations
Sagacarbon – CO2 emissions trading (Paris). In this position he worked on product development,
risk management and marked research and forecasts.

Since 2011 Dr. Frunza is working at Schwarzthal Kapital, an advisory firm in risk and compliance.
He has the position as Managing Director where he is responsible for the development of
financial crime compliance frameworks for top tier banks. He is an expert witness in leitigation
cases for global law firms and provides regulatory advisory for European banking supervisors.
He also carried out a study for the European Parliament “The Cost of Non-Europe of an
incomplete Economic and Monetary Union” (2014).

He is a lecturer in Alternative Finance at Dauphine University (Paris) and associated researcher
in the Laboratory of Excellence in Financial regulation (LABEX-REFI Paris).

Dr. Marius-Cristian Frunza

Director with Schwarzthal Kapital

(Financial advisory and research company)
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Is there a fighting sistem against sb/ft?

What  data  does NOPCML and how can it help me?

How can I get data from NOPCML?

Which are the limits of the analysis performed by NOPCML?

What NOPCLM can and can not do for me?

Defining the problem

Elena Hach - Presentation
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RAPOR
ENTITATI RAPORTOARE

E
/ RTE / RTN / NUMERAR FRONTIERA

INTELLIGENCE INFRACTIONAL
SERVICII DE

CONSTATARE / INVESTIGATIE
TAR
RTS

ORGANE DE CONTROL /
INVESTIGATIE

PLANGERE / DENUNT
/SESIZARE DIN OFICIUINFORMARIINFORMATII

INTELLIGENCE
INTELLIGENCE FINANCIARO.N.P.C.S.B.

URMARIRE PENALA
ORGANE DE URMARIRE PENALA RECHIZITORII

INCRIMINARE
INSTANTE DE JUDECATA CONDAMNARI

SISTEMUL CSB/CFT
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MEDIUL SB/FT

INFORMOAFITCIIUIL+ ANALIZA= INTELLIGENCBEENEFICIARI

ARHITECTURA BAZATA PE INTELLIGENCE*INTELLIGENCE + DECIZIE= IMPACT

ARHITECTURA CSB/CFT*Adaptata pe baza modelului 3I-uri - Ratcliffe, 2003
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RTNRTS

RTE NUMERAR / FRONTIERAONPCSB
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•
•
•

•

identifying specific targets for the investigation
Tracking the flow of certain transactions or activities
links between investigation targets and criminal assets

Identifying the evolution/ patterns at the level of
suspicious transactions

≠
•

•

identifying the entire criminal network and the volume of illicit
activity

identification and tracking of criminal products, terrorist
funds or other assets that may be confiscated

identify the means of proof that can be used in court
proceedings
NOPCLM Source – www.fatf-gafi.com

•
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DEFINING THE PROBLEM
Is there a fighting system against SB/FT?
What data does NOPCML collect and how can it
help me?

How can I get data from NOPCML?

Which are the limits of the analysis performed by
NOPCML?

What NOPCLM can and can not do for me?
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•
•

NOPCLM can block a transaction, at my request

can ask information regarding SB/FT from over 130 units
of financial information

Gives me all collected data and information•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

finds/ investigates SB/FT cases

Judicial expertise in SB/FT

holds the turnover of all accounts in Romania

owns the documents related to financial
transactions

can monitor transactions on an account

Can  get the turnover of an external account

Owns data about a person`s external accountsONPCSB
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It is not that easy!

Cash

20



CORRUPTION IN RTS

 ~ 7100 reports of suspect transactions

 0,1% - related to acts of corruption

 Suspicions generated by public information

 associates / members of PEP family

 The exclusive use of the financial system

 Current account operations

 Stratification by account transfers

 The cash– does not appear in the placement
phase

21



SUSPICION INDICATORS

ONPCSB

 Large cash withdrawals by PEP (2 & 3) as compared to
bank expectations

 The use of interposed persons to hide the real beneficiary of the funds

 Repeated cashing in the account of the legal/authorized person with the
justification “loan restitution”

 Justification of transfers with legal acts lacking an obvious economic goal

 External receipts on the individual account, followed by cash withdrawals

 Transfer from the legal person account to the individual account,
followed by cash withdrawals
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MONEY LAUNDERING
NETWORK
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USING THE ROMANIAN FINANCIAL
SYSTEM

INDICATORS: TECHNIQUES:
 The use of generic justifications for transferring

funds “c/v services, c/v invoice, c/v goods”);
Transfers of funds between entities with incompatible
objects of activity;

The purchase of some services/goods with no
economic content;

Lack of other account transactions categories

The transfer of round sums(ex.  20.000  ron), or
below the reporting limit (<15.000 euro);







Fictitious invoicing
Fund transfers between bank accounts

Repeated cash withdrawals







MECHANISMS:








Using the financial system
Using the limited liability companies

Using the interposed persons

Using professionals


multiple receipts  followed by cash withdrawals


Daily cash withdrawals from ATMs located in
geographical areas remote from the branch where the
account or the entity's office / place of business is
opened;
Transactions that are not in line with the profile of
people in relation to the account;
Using accounts with no history for short periods of
time

INSTRUMENTS:
 Cash

 Funds in the financial system
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The Use of the
International Financial System

OFF-SHORE COMPANY/ TRUSTEXTERNAL BANK

TRANSFER

IPUBLIC INSTITUTION CONTRACTOR PROFESSIONAL PEP

TR
AN

SF
ER
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THE USE OF THE INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL SYSTEM

INDICATORS: TECHNIQUES:








Fund transfers between bank accounts
Changing funds into foreign currency

Transfers of funds to external accounts

Transfers of funds between external
accounts

 Cashing up your account followed by currency
change and outsourcing;
Concordance between crediting and debiting in the
same day;
Lack of other categories of account transactions;
Externalizing funds with advance justification
merchandise, pro-forma invoice, loan repayment,
consultancy, assignment of social parties,
assignment of receivables;






MECHNISMS:






Using the financial system exclusively
Using off-shore companies

Using professionals



 Lack of supporting documents for transactions

Use of documents attesting complex legal acts as
a justification for money transfer

INSTRUMENTS:
 Funds in the financial system
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1. WITHDRAWAL OF ILLEGAL FUNDS
FROM THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

INDICATORS
:














Compatibility of crediting / debits

90% receipts are withdrawn in cash

Disparity between objects of activity

The use of round sums (ex. 20.000 ron),

Generic justifications(ex. „c/v invoice”)

There are no real  activity payments

Contrary profile to the volume / frequency of
operations

Operations in geographically unrelated locations

The persons who carry out the operations are
accompanied





 Using different branches during the same banking day

Major variations in account trading volumes
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2. OUTSOURCING SOME FUNDS OF INCERTAIN
ORIGIN

INDICATORS
:
 Repeated cash deposits, followed by currency

exchange

 Transferul
jurisdicție

sumelor rezultate in alta









Operations carried out consecutively

Lack of justificatory documents
Clients with inappropriate tax behavior
There are no specific payments for a real
activity

Profile inconsistent with the volume /
frequency of operations



 Frequent jurisdictions: CHINA, HONG
KONG, HUNGARY
Transfers to jurisdictions with high terrorist
risk
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3. OFF-SHORE ENTITIES USED FOR THE
TRANSFER OF SOME  FUND WITH
UNCERTAIN ORIGIN

INDICATORS:
 Transfers from open accounts to off-shore

jurisdictions, followed by withdrawal of
funds in cash

 The supporting documents are in
contradiction with the financial behavior of
those involved

The use of generic explanations: „loan”,
„loan reimbursement”, „contract
loan”, etc

 Concordance between creditors / debtors,
often on the same day

 Lack of supporting documents for
transactions

 The declared source of funds does not
correspond to the justification of cashing
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4. LAUNDERING OF FUNDS ARISING FROM
INTERNET FRAUDS

INDICATORS
:




Recently opened accounts

Receipts from external sources with the
title ‘invoice”, payment, reimbursement,

followed by cash withdrawal

Account activity does not match the client's profile

 Incasările in conturi sunt urmate de
mesaje  din  partea  băncilor
pentru  returnarea  sumelor,
“frauda”, “phishing”

Operațiunile de retragere in

ordonatoare
motivul  fiind

 numerar au
loc  imediat  (la  interval  de  minute)  după
creditarea contului

Uneori,  sumele  retrase  in  numerar  (mai
puțin  un  comision)  sunt  transferate  prin



intermediul operatorilor de servicii de
transfer de bani către alte jurisdicțiiONPCSB
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5. COLLECTION OF FUNDS OF
UNKNOWN ORIGIN, UNDER
COMMERCIAL NON-RESIDENTIAL
ORDERS

INDICATORI:
 Receipts through

fast money transfer, through funds from non-
resident individuals

 Nu exista o legătura evidenta intre
ordonatori si beneficiari, de natura sa
justifice operațiunile efectuate

Tranzacțiile au loc adesea in aceeași zi si
sunt folosite locații diferite ale furnizorilor
de servicii de transfer rapid de bani pentru
ridicarea fondurilor in numerar

Pentru încasarea fondurilor si retragerea




lor in numerar sunt folosite adesea
documente de identitate diferite

 Beneficiarii sunt uneori insotiti la
alte
de

momentul  efectuării tranzacțiilor  de
persoane care le indica datele
identificare pentru tranzacție
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7. CASHING FROM PERSONS SUSPECTED OF
HAVING RELATIONS WITH TERRORIST ENTITIES

INDICATORS:


Low value income from the officers
apparently with no contact with the
beneficiary

 Harmonized transfers from the jurisdictions at
high risk in terms of terrorism

 The presence of information on the possible
involvement of the bank officers in activities
circumscribed to the terrorist phenomenon
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Defining the Problem
Is there a fighting system against SB/FT?
What data does NOPCML collect and how can it help me?
How can I get data from NOPCML?
Which are the limits of the analysis performed by NOPCML?
What NOPCLM can and can not do for me?

Conclusions

What do cases analyzed by the NOPCLM look like?
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Goods invoicing Goods invoicing

UE
Provider

Intermediary

REAL BENEFICIARY
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PEP

Selling
assets

Selling
assets ABSORBTION

SAPublic institution LTD MULTINATIONAL

REAL BENEFICIARY
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CONCLUSIONS

METHODS
:

VULNERABILITIES:

 The control over state apparatus

Controlling some financial
institutions vulnerabilities in the
cognitive procedures by reporting
entities

The use of legal entities and trusts

The use of professionals






inefficient communication between the
state and the financial institutions






The use of empowered agents

The use of cash

The use of domestic financial
institutions
The use of foreign/off-shore
jurisdictions
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the rsplaye
financial
institutions intelligence services prosecution offices

money laundering
investigators

police

tax fraud
investigation

clearing investigation prosecution

repressionprevention
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ion of st ing - sesprosecut terrori financ the
Terrorism does not work without money – investigating/prosecuting terrorism

offences must include terrorist financing offences.

Clarification of monetary flows can help us to sort out
the structure of terrorist organisations.

Findings in money laundering matters are an important starting point
for terrorist financing proceedings.

BUT: NO abundance of information out of money laundering clearing
BUT selection and concentration on „big“ cases.

It ist necessary to school money laundering investigators in terrorist financing
matters and terrorist financing investigators in money laundering matters.

NO separation between prevention and repression
BUT interaction and cooperation.

F/OSCE/MONEYVAL Workshop for Judges and Prosecutors: Experiences, Challenges and Best Practices; 26th/27th March 2018
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Elena Hach
Study case hearing

According to the information provided by the credit institution to which the company ABC
LLC (Limited Liability Company) has current accounts, on 14.11.2015 the representatives of this
company have ordered two transfers, as follows:

- One transfer of USD 70,000 from the account no. ROUSD01 into another account of the
company;

- Second transfer of LEI 25,000 from the account no. ROLEI01 into a different account of the
company.

Both transfers have been justified as related to the current activity of the company ABC
LLC. The amounts in respect of which has been ordered financial operations come from a collection
of USD 150,000, recorded on 25.03.2014 from the legal person DEF LTD. The transfer has been
ordered from a bank account opened at a credit institution from Libya and had the justification of
”collection after delivery for export of goods”.

Following the date of registration for the external revenues above mentioned, the ABC LLC
was no longer included with external operations valued over EUR 15,000 or equivalent.

Suspicious elements identified in connection with the external revenues recorded in the ABC
LLC accounts were represented by the fact that part of transactions was conducted through money
transfer services from residential areas of ISIS supporters.

During 2013-2015, ABC LLC has not recorded transactions on accounts held with credit
institution, although its activity was not suspended.

Considering that, by 2013, ABC LLC has recorded cash transactions and external transactions
on bank accounts and subsequently, after one of the associates was declared undesirable, the
company no longer conducted financial transactions. It is possible that this financial behavior
intended to dissimulate that the company controllers have no longer had connections with Romania.

Another argument in this regard is that the company presented to the credit institution where
it holds accounts a number of empowerment documents prepared by the natural person T.

Thus, through a document dated 05.09.2015, the natural person T empowered the natural
person Z (a Syrian citizen) that, in his name and for him, ”to establish any new commercial company
with limited liability, in accordance with the legislation in force, with me in quality of associate”.
Also, the natural person T, through the same notarial deed, empowered the natural person Z in
relation to company ABC LLC.

Regarding the persons in connection with the company ABC LTD, the shareholders are:

- The natural person T (Iraqi citizen)
- The natural person X (Lebanese citizen).

39
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The natural person T, aka SHA, along with another natural person AR, aka ARH, were
declared undesirable for a period of 15 years for developing activities related to propaganda and
financial support of some jihadist groups in Middle East.

In fact, the two foreigners were involved in facilitating illegal entry into the country of people
from areas with terrorist issues.

Those concerned have financially supported the presence in Romania of people with radical
attitude.

Other indicators of illicit activity of mentioned people refer to the commercial and financial
operations conducted through the accounts of companies they own in Romania.

In this respect, we mention that, during 2012-2013, ABC LLC recorded external collection of
USD 2.500.000 from entities in Libya, Bulgaria and Marshall Islands. The amounts thus collected
were exchanged in lei and cash withdrawals from the account, based on some questionable
attainments notes for ”animals purchased from natural persons”.

Also, on 05.06.2013, the company DRP LLC (where individual T was associated until 2013
and the current shareholders are individual AY - Syrian citizen and individual Z) recorded an external
collection of USD 1.000.000 from an account in Libya of a natural person, justified as ”advance
payment for export goods”.

The amount was changed in lei in several installments, and the resulted amounts were
withdrawn in cash, based on attainments notes.

Financial behavior of ABC LLC and DRP LLC is unreliable and leads to the conclusion about
the existence of money laundering offense, as operations of cash withdrawals, based on
questionable documents, aimed at removing the source of funds illegally obtained and eliminating,
if possible, the documentary evidence able to determine the money route.

Moreover, there have been identified a series of successive transfers between the accounts
of ABC LLC and DRP LLC companies, recorded on the same day at different times or on consecutive
days, with exactly the same amount of money. The transfers were completed to the accounts of
individuals who control the companies, being justified as "loan repayments to the associate" or
"refunding company lending."

The loan contracts in question were presented randomly, without chronological order, some
dating from 2002, given that the transactions were conducted in 2015.

Another feature of the financial turnover analyzed is the presence of numerous transfers of
equal value below the reported limit provided by special law, successively made in several days
between the two companies, without purpose or economic real reason. This situation indicates the
obvious intent to artificially increase the turnover of the companies involved and to reduce the tax
base.

Financial and taxing available data related to the economic activity of the companies
controlled by individual T revealed that the declared value of net debts to shareholders is less than
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the amount directed to the accounts of individuals involved with justification "refunding company
lending."

The financial behavior identified on individuals and companies, analyzed here in, revealed
the presence of a mechanism often used in the money laundering schemes, money earned from tax
evasion and other related offenses to the regime of commercial companies, such as multiple account
credits, immediately followed by transfers to other accounts or cash withdrawals, mostly supported
by loan agreements and attainments notes.

Also, corroborating the information available in this paper leads to the conclusion that the
companies ABC LLC and DRP LLC are still in the control of individual T, by interposing the individual
Z, and any operations to remove funds from the financial circuit are aimed at concealing the real
beneficiary and to create an appearance of legality regarding the commercial and financial
transactions with these entities in Romania.

Given the profile of the individual T and taking into consideration that, in relation to him,
support actions for jihadist movements in the Middle East have been identified, relevant facts are
outlined about the existence of the offense of terrorism financing from revenues earned through
economic activity of the companies ABC LLC and DRP LLC.

At the same time, there are some indications regarding the existence of the offense of
terrorism financing in connection with individual Z, acting in Romania in favor of individual T, already
declared undesirable.
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Fraud on Carbon Markets

FRUNZA Marius Cristian
Schwarzthal Kapital

European Parliament, 28th of June 2018
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VAT Fraud on Carbon Markets: The Carbon Connection

Fraud and Carbon Markets: The Carbon Connection [Frunza(2015)] Carbon Crooks
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Uber-terrorism: A new form of decentralized,distributed, non-hierarchical
and low-cost terrorism

"Classic" terrorist organizations had a defined hierarchy and an effective

chain of commands. ISIS changed the modus operandi of terrorism.

The organization of terrorist groups like ISIS is decentralized, due to the fact it
would be impossible to coordinate operations at a global level. Al-Qaeda and the
Emirate of Caucasus attempted to run like a para-military organization, with
limited success.

The hierarchy is not clearly defined and the operations are managed locally.

The hierarchy is replaced with a ”terrorist social network” that can facilitate the
interaction of followers and the organization of a terrorist actions. Uber-terrorism
is no longer a centralized structure which ensures the financing, organization and
preparation of a terrorist group. It seeks to link its followers and transmit technical
expertise, thereby strengthening the potential terrorists locally.

The advantage of uber-terrorism is that one local group is dismantled, it will not
threaten the existence of another group

The use of tax frauds - including VAT or carousel fraud - to finance terrorismSchwarzthal Kapital 445



Uber-terrorism: A new form of decentralized,distributed, non-hierarchical
and low-cost terrorism

Financing terrorist activities relied on massive long-term funding involving

overseas money transfers. Modern terrorism changed the paradigm and

understood that the main resources are not the financial ones but the human

ones.

To finance and to organize a global extremist network, managed by a centralized chain of
commands has become a difficult task

Uber-terrorism focuses on actions organized by local groups managed in a decentralized
manner requiring minimal funding (Paris attacks were budgeted at ≈ 50 000 e)

The amounts are below the thresholds of processes and systems designed to tackle the
CFT

Uber-terrorism’s vision of terrorism focuses on low-cost actions and strong media impact.

Uber-terrorism aims to a lesser extent for complex actions such as the September 11,
2001 attacks, but targets actions with a higher frequency and lower severity

The financing of this new form of terrorism encompasses: tax fraud, benefit fraud,
application fraud, crypto-currencies mining, sanctions breaching, business and personal
loans...

The use of tax frauds - including VAT or carousel fraud - to finance terrorismSchwarzthal Kapital 546



Terrorism: Old vs New
Feature Classic Terrorism Uber-terrorism

Examples Breton Revolutionary Army ISIS aka Daech
Strategy Focus on financial resources Focus on human resources man-

agement

Organization Centralized/ hierarchical Decentralized/ Non-nested
Actions High severity High media impact
Budgets Big amounts of money Low-cost
Financing Donors and violent crimes Tax evasion, benefits fraud, ap-

plication fraud
Recruitment Targets the induction of new

adepts
Establishes a social network of
terror

Recruitment
pool

Ethnically and religiously ho-
mogenous background

Multi-national : Equal opportu-
nity recruiter

Gender distribu-
tions

Mainly men dominated Women have a growing influence

Horizon Long term Short term
Geography Local Global
Relation with
organized crime

Terrorists are involved in orga-
nized crime

Organized crime is involved with
terrorists

1,2
1
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/monde/proche-orient/offensive-jihadiste-en-irak/

temoignage-france-2-je-n-ai-commis-aucune-exaction-se-defend-un-francais-accuse-d-avoir-combattu-avec-l-etat-islamique-et-detenu-en-syrie_

2438741.html
2
https://www.ouest-france.fr/leditiondusoir/data/16380/reader/reader.html#!preferred/1/package/16380/

pub/23650/page/7
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Value Added Tax in the European Union

Figure: Evolution of total VAT receipts in European Union since 1999. The total
VAT amount is expressed as a percentage of the total tax receipts and in Billion
euros. (Source: Eurostat).

The use of tax frauds - including VAT or carousel fraud - to finance terrorismSchwarzthal Kapital 748



VAT Fraud and terrorism funding

Why VAT fraud?

VAT fraud is particularly easy to implement, requires relatively little
seed-funding and can be leveraged across markets and countries

The terrorist organizations engaged in the economic side of terror are
generally directors of small and medium enterprises, sole traders or
merchants.

Their business turnovers do not account more than a few million euros and
this makes them less visible to the banking systems that are focused on the
detection of large financial flows.

The networks of VAT fraud existed for several years and have probably
largely supported the recent terrorist actions in Europe and worldwide

A macro-estimation indicates that each year 420 million euros of defrauded
VAT could finance uber-terrorism.

The use of tax frauds - including VAT or carousel fraud - to finance terrorismSchwarzthal Kapital 849



VAT Fraud and terrorism funding: Features

How is implemented?
Terrorist groups recruit individuals with from North African, Asian and Middle Eastern
communities which have a long tradition in overseas trading

Training sessions are organized for inducing beginners in the VAT fraud ring. ”New
blood” is crucial as many veterans of the VAT scams became banned from directorship.

VAT fraudsters have significant research ”departments”, which analyze markets and
countries for finding the favorable ground for implementing the fraud

VAT fraud boot-camps are organized for training and exchanging best-practices

Some extremist religious leaders encourage young entrepreneur to engage in VAT fraud
schemes as part of an economic war. For example, the role of Zakata in the terrorism
financing was pointed by [Chugani(2008)]. Not paying VAT(not compulsory in Sharia)
and diverting the funds towards the Zakat is a realistic scenario.

Transnational organized crime and terrorist groups do intersect in the VAT fraud arena.
This is also a particularity of uber-terrorism, whereas criminal with no ideological binding
into the terrorist propaganda, join or work closely with terrorist group in order to develop
their criminal enterprises. Uber-terrorism created a safe -haven for criminals.

aZakat is an obligation upon Muslims to pay two and one-half percent of
their wealth if and when it exceeds a minimum level, or nisab

The use of tax frauds - including VAT or carousel fraud - to finance terrorismSchwarzthal Kapital 950



Which actions could serve as closing this specific VAT fraud for funding
terrorism?

VAT fraud as a tool of terrorist financing needs a paradigm shift in the way it is dealt with.

Countering uber-terrorism is solving a puzzle spread over many countries and involving different strata

of society. Therefore, a single investigative body from one country would not be able to tackle this

phenomena. Distinguishing between fighting terrorism and fighting VAT fraud that financing it is a

major flaw.

Uber-terrorism and the underlying tax evasion should be addressed in holistic way. Therefore,
the investigation teams should encompass people from various walks of life and with a
multi-disciplinary background, including:

Governmental intelligence agencies and private intelligence firms

Financial Intelligence units in banks

Police officers and serious organized crime agencies

Custom and Tax officers

Tax evasion for uber-terrorism funding is a global phenomena and represents a global threat.
Only a transnational cooperation can address this issue in an efficient way. Few measures would
facilitate this effort including:

1 Creation of European Intelligence Office, that would reunite crucial intelligence from all
Member States.

2 Cooperation between the big countries affected by terrorism: the United Kingdom, the
United States, European Union and Eurasian Union

3 Cooperation between law enforcements investigating organized crime and
counter-terrorism intelligence agencies
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Profile of a VAT fraudsters financing terrorism

Uber-terrorism funding and compliance

1 Age: 30-40

2 Passports/nationalities: Minimum 2

3 3-4 languages spoken

4 Experience with using weapons including firegun

5

6
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JOINT PUBLIC HEARING

“THE USE OF TAX FRAUDS –INCLUDING VAT OR CAROUSEL

FRAUD- TO FINANCE TERRORISM”
QUESTIONS

Replies to the Questions - Mr Bo Elkjaer, investigative reporter Danish
Broadcasting Corporation (confirmed)

1. Could you draw the main elements of the investigation you made?

The main element is that there is a direct link between VAT and tax fraud and Islamic extremism.

During our investigation into VAT fraud we found a number of people linked to Islamic extremism
that appeared in companies registered in Denmark that were involved in VAT fraud:

- One person is the only Danish citizen who has been listed on the US Specially Designated
Nationals and Blocked Persons lists

- Eleven Spanish citizens linked to a suspected terror cell
- Several Danish foreign fighters in Syria
- Other nationalties involved in the network

The network we uncovered is behind fraud worth at least 80 million DKK (10.7 million Euro).

The network appears to be directed from Denmark, utilizing the Spanish citizens as stooges in the
fraudulent companies.

In Spain the group is suspected of recruiting 26 people as foreign fighters.

The VAT and tax fraud covered goods such as electronics and cell phones, food products, such as
chicken meat and cheese, soft drink and candy.

The Danish network is closely linked to a Swedish similar network suspected of supplying funds to
jihadist groups in Syria.

2. You made the link between specific carousel fraud schemes and terrorism financing. In
your opinion, is this a particular case or is it common for terrorist organisations to finance
their activities with the proceeds of tax (in particular VAT carousel) fraud? Do you have
estimated of the phenomenon?

Cases of terror funding are very difficult to investigate. This particular case is one of very few that
have been revealed to the public. This jihadist linked network is part of a larger criminal network.

But other cases have appeared where it is suspected that parts of the profits of the crime could have
been funneled to extremist networks.

In particular I would mention the Italian case where British nationals are involved in VAT fraud with
carbon credits in Italy and elsewhere.
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Italian authorities assess that the Italian state lost 1.15 billion Euro and suspect that some of the
proceeds have been used to fund Islamic terrorism, possibly in Afghanistan.

I don’t think it is possible to make an accurate assessment of the extent of terror linked fraud.

In the case of VAT fraud you need to see the criminal fraud as a sub sum of the VAT gap and the
terror-linked fraud as a sub sum of the criminal fraud.

We have found several different iterations of fraud types in the particular case we have revealed
including social security fraud, insurance fraud, bank fraud etc.

3. If there are new elements since the publication of your investigations, could please share
them with the committees?

When we published we assessed that the Danish state had lost 59 million DKK (7,9 million Euro), but
since then we have received additional documents increasing our assessment of the minimum
amount of money lost to the fraud.

One of the leading persons, a Danish citizen, has been arrested in Melilla, Spain, charged with terror
funding and fraud.

4. In your investigations you were in contacts with several authorities (law enforcement
authorities, judges, tax authorities), what is your assessment/opinion of the cooperation
between themselves with regards to the fight against terrorism financing as a result of tax
fraud?

In our investigation we found that the cooperation level between Danish authorities have been
inadequate. Information sharing has been low between the Tax authorities, the Financial police, the
regular police and the Intelligence Service.

We also found that exchange of information cross border between authorities investigating the
terror cell in different EU countries have been hampered by bureaucracy.

This fits the pattern we have seen investigating VAT fraud since 2009 with the fraud in the EU ETS
emission trading system, where official investigations were hindered due to the lack in exchange of
information.

On the other hand, in Denmark, authorities have recently set up information sharing platforms and
interdepartmental work groups to share information.

5. Have you identified adaptation of terrorism financing recently?

Yes, but the case is not linked to VAT or tax fraud.
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6. You are kindly invited to share with the committees any additional information or suggestion for
new EU rules or practices you might consider relevant and that has not been raised in the questions
above.
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JOINT PUBLIC HEARING

“THE USE OF TAX FRAUDS –INCLUDING VAT OR CAROUSEL

FRAUD- TO FINANCE TERRORISM”

REPLIES TO QUESTIONS BY ELENA HACH

Ms Elena Hach, representative of the Romanian General Attorney Office in the Board of the FIAU
(the National Office for Prevention and Control of Money Laundering

1. There is evidence that terrorist organisations finance their activities with the proceeds of tax
(in particular VAT carousel) fraud. Do you have figures to estimate this phenomenon? If no
exact figures, can you confirm that it is a common phenomenon?

In 2013 the Office disseminated 746 intelligence documents towards law enforcement agencies,
as follows: 443 documents sent to the Prosecutor`s Office attached to the High Court of
Cassation and Justice; 6 documents to the Romanian Intelligence Service; 297 documents to
other competent bodies.

In 2014 the Office disseminated 716 intelligence documents towards law enforcement agencies,
as follows: 334 documents sent to the Prosecutor`s Office attached to the High Court of
Cassation and Justice ; 5 documents sent to the Romanian Intelligence Service; 377 documents
to other competent bodies.

In 2015 the Office disseminated 851 intelligence documents towards law enforcement agencies,
as follows: 499 documents sent to the Prosecutor`s Office attached to the High Court of
Cassation and Justice; 6 documents sent to the Romanian Intelligence Service; 369 documents to
other competent bodies.

In 2017 the Office disseminated 1002 intelligence documents towards law enforcement agencies
out of which 535 documents sent to the Prosecutor`s Office attached to the High Court of
Cassation and Justice, 7 documents sent to the Romanian Intelligence Service, 460 documents
sent to other competent bodies.

According to the specific jurisdiction, the investigation of cases pertaining to financing of
terrorism is carried out by DIICOT, a specialized directorate within Prosecutor`s Office attached
to the High Court of Cassation and Justice. Out of the total workload of this directorate in 2017,
the cases pertaining to the financing of terrorism represented a figure of 1%.

Pursuant to the special law on the matter, Law no.656/2002, if there are grounds for suspecting
the financing of terrorism a notification shall be sent to the Romanian Intelligence Service.
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From the mentioned data it could be noticed that the number of disseminations for financing of
terrorism is low, and out of this number the data on financing the terrorism through tax fraud,
including VAT, are insignificant.

2. Could you explain as a magistrate how judicial authorities are involved in the fight against tax
fraud serving to finance terrorism?

Within DIICOT (Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism) the cooperation on this
domain is continuous.

The Section for fighting terrorism and IT crime is specialized on terrorism and has a permanent
cooperation with the Service for fighting financial and economic crime within the Section of fighting
organized crime.

All the elements arising from the financial and economic crime are monitored as regards the active
subjects and possible relations with the terrorist entities or with the countries with a high risk of
terrorism.

An important role on this matter is played by the National Office for Prevention and Control of
Money Laundering that carefully monitors all the alerts on financing terrorism, by integrating all data
generated through overt and covert sources.

3. Could you explain how law enforcement authorities are working together in this field, within
Romania and with other EU Member States?

Law enforcement agencies have well defined jurisdictions, and the special jurisdiction on this
matters belongs to DIICOT, a body that has the necessary experience for investigating such files. The
prosecutor`s offices permanently cooperate, without any shortcomings in communication, and each
times clues on financing of terrorism are noticed the dialogue is alert and it is materialized by
sending the file for investigation to the specialized directorate.

On the same line is the cooperation and collaboration with the financial information unit of
Romania, that is compelled to swiftly disseminate the cases when financing of terrorism is
suspected.

Exchange of information is frequent at the level of financial unit, for instance, in 2016 the Financial
Information Unit of Romania sent information on 416 ISIL cases.

4. From your practical experience in this area, can you explain how cooperation with other
Member States’ authorities is? Do you consider there are legal or practical obstacles for an
efficient cooperation?

It is obvious the heightened global interest on this matter, each state making efforts to improve the
cooperation in this domain, for the swift circulation of the related information.

As a matter of principle we must consider the necessity that legal cooperation to be carried out as
legal coordination and to cope with the challenges in the field: different procedural systems, ne bis
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in idem principle, the length of procedures, geopolitical problems and those issues related to human
rights, endemic corruption

5. Can you provide elements relating to cooperation with neighbouring countries in this area?

See the answer for question no. 4

6. Have you seen an evolution in dealing with carousel fraud, based on your magistrate
experience?

7. You are kindly invited to share with the committees any additional information or suggestion
for new EU rules or practices you might consider relevant and that has not been raised in the
questions above.

The access of the law enforcement agencies to the data bases of the financial information unit.
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JOINT PUBLIC HEARING

“THE USE OF TAX FRAUDS –INCLUDING VAT OR CAROUSEL

FRAUD- TO FINANCE TERRORISM”
QUESTIONS

Dr Marius-Cristian Frunza, Director with Schwarzthal Kapital

Introduction to uber-terrorism
Presumably, the Islamic State has learned valuable lessons from the experience of other terrorist
groups. Its vision of terrorism focuses on low-cost actions and strong media impact. Why ?

Probably, because to finance and organize a global extremist network, managed by a centralized
chain of commands has become a difficult task.

Consequently, ISIS aimed to a lesser extent for complex actions such as the attacks of September 11,
2001 that would require lengthy preparations and implicitly substantial financial resources. Rather, it
focused on actions organized by local groups managed in a decentralized manner requiring minimal
funding.

The recent attacks in Boston, Paris and San Bernardino marked the entrance in a new era of low-cost
terrorism. Under this model, the organization of the attacks should not rely solely on centralized
commands or on a clear hierarchy. The manufacturing and acquisition of weapons may be provided
near the area where the attack are planned. The logistics of the attacks may be financed by means
that do not involve significant fund transfers, which would be  easily detectable by the banking
network..

Financing terrorist activities relied traditionally on massive long-term funding involving overseas
money transfers from generous donors. Modern terrorism changed the paradigm and understood
that the main resources are not the financial ones but the human ones.

To finance and to organize a global extremist network, managed by a centralized chain of commands
has become a difficult task, due to the increase scrutiny and monitoring of financial transactions.
Banks and financial institutions dispose of Counter-Terrorism Financing system that generate alerts
when suspicious transfers are detected.
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Thus, the way modern terrorism works involves  amounts, below the thresholds of processes and
systems designed to tackle the terrorist financing.  Moreover, terrorist organisations focused on
actions organized by local groups managed in a decentralized manner requiring minimal funding.
Modern terrorists aim to a lesser extent for complex actions such as the attacks of September 11,
2001 but targets actions with a higher frequency and lower severity. For example the Bataclan
terrorist attacks in Paris were budgeted at 50 000 euros.

A potential terrorist on a radicalization path or even a simple adept can attack a target
independently. Eventually, the terrorist “social network” provides him with links to other people
nearby, able to quickly supply with funds, logistics or skills and rapidly perform an attack.

Daech managed to establish the foundations of a "terrorist social network" that can facilitate the
interaction of Islamists and the organization of a terrorist actions. Daech is no longer a centralized
structure which ensures the financing, organization and preparation of a terrorist group. Daech
seeks to link its followers and transmit technical expertise, thereby strengthening the potential
terrorist locally. Apparently, for this reason, that Daech opted to develop the uber-terrorism at
global level, there by becoming a trademark of fear.

The uberisation of terrorism makes the task much more complex for the intelligence services
because the target is not a clearly defined entity. The fight against the financing of terrorism
becomes also difficult as the uber-terrorism does not require a structured and long-term funding or
significant transfers of funds.

Any “radicalized” individual  may at any time become a threat. Current surveillance systems are too
focused on the cyberspace and funding and risk becoming obsolete in this new era of low cost uber-
Terrorism. The enemy would be invisible yet ubiquitous. Therefore, the defeat of ISIS in Syria and
Iraq will not signify by any means the end of the terrorist attacks, have ISIS’s signature.
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Q&A
1) How VAT fraud is taken into account in terrorism financing?

RE: Figure 1 presents in a synthetic manner the way VAT fraud can support and finance
terrorist activities. Company X buys items from other EU countries and resells them
domestically without clearing the VAT liability to the national tax office. Similarly, to any
other MTIC scam, the pocketed VAT is sent to another company which can be based in
another country. Finally, the funds arrive to a sole trader or a physical person. The funds can
be transferred as part of a service, donation , sponsorship or a religious tax in concerned
countries (i.e. Zakat)
The final receiver of the funds uses them to support terrorist activities.

Those funds are used to the benefit of various recipients for renting, cars or
accommodation, buying travel tickets of prepaid cards, purchasing material etc. The
recipients will be finally those in charge with the act of terror. The perpetrators are
disconnected from the people who run the MTIC fraud and in many cases they do not even
know the MTICers.

Figure 1. MTIC fraud and terrorism funding. The amount of the pocketed tax fuels the terrorist backbone

through various recipients and avenues
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The “economy of terror” unveils a universe underlying the terrorist networks, less violent,
and yet very powerful and with ramifications in all levels of society. We are witnessing also
to the development of a true transnational criminal infrastructure and designed to take
advantage of those countries whereas the economic system is based on trust and individual
responsibility.

2) Do you have estimates of how much carousel fraud serves to finance terrorism?

RE: 412 Million euros

In Denmark and Holland cases involving VAT fraud for financing terrorism were accounting
for 1-5 million euros. That represents 0.5% of the MTIC fraud of Denmark for instance.
Keeping this ratio and extrapolating to the whole Union the final figure for 2015 would be
412  million euros. This figure concerns only financing of “uber -terrorism”, encompassing
small and medium scale VAT frauds. Big cases like SF Energy in Italy do not enter in this
estimate, as it is considered an outlier for the model. The estimate corresponds to a low
range scenario.
This amount represents not only the sum entailing violent terrorism, but also financing the
support groups and the spread of terrorist propaganda

3) Which features of VAT explain that VAT carrousel fraud is used to finance terrorism?

RE: Recent events show that in fact the economic and financial aspects of terrorism play a
crucial role.  Yet, governments and the public seem little sensitized to the problems related
to economic crime which supports terrorism worldwide.

Terrorists allegedly linked to ISIS  involved in bloody attacks represent only a minority among
Islamists or the peak of the iceberg. A segment less known, but more significant is
represented by those adepts who have built across Europe and worldwide an economic and
financial backbone supporting the criminal attacks. This category of terrorist is involved in
the economic crime and has various businesses with doubtful character.

Among the financial crimes, the  VAT fraud seems to be the favourite tool for these
"economic terrorists".  This fraud is based on a network of shell companies taking advantage
of the laxity in European Union’s tax system.

VAT fraud is particularly easy to implement, requires relatively little seed-funding and can be
leveraged across markets and countries. The products targets are: electronic gadgets, the
food and agricultural commodities, but also intangible goods or services  including CO2
emissions, electricity,  "cloud memory " or  Voice Over IP(VoIP).

This crime remains barely detectable and investigations are usually long and winding. In
addition, the recovery of the embezzled funds is almost illusory, the money being lost as
quickly in the meanders of the tax havens and  "shadow banking" .

The terrorists engaged in the economic side of terror are generally directors of small and
medium enterprises, sole traders or merchants. Their business turnovers do not account
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more than a few million dollars and this makes them less visible to the banking systems that
are focused on the detection of large financial flows.

Amongst the tax evaders with links to terrorist have an Asian or Middle Eastern background
or ties with companies from those regions. Asian and Middle Eastern civilizations have a long
tradition in overseas trading. For some citizens issued from these cultures, establishing
companies in few countries and doing global business is a natural pattern in life.

VAT fraudsters organized  training sessions are organized for inducing beginners in the VAT
fraud ring. ”New blood” is crucial as many veterans of the VAT scams became banned from
directorship. VAT fraudsters have significant research ”departments”, which analyse markets
and countries for finding the favourable ground for implementing the fraud. VAT fraud boot-
camps are organized for training and exchanging best-practice.  Transnational organized
crime and terrorist groups do intersect in the VAT fraud arena and in some cases work
together even if they are from completely different avenues. Some extremist religious
leaders encourage young adepts to engage in VAT fraud schemes as part of an economic
warfare against the enemies of their religion.

In some religion like Islam, there are religious taxes applied to companies. In the view of
some Islamist extremist activists, VAT might not be complaint with their view on religious
taxation code. For example, VAT might not be compulsory with Sharia in the views of a
religious extremists. They will push adepts to divert the official tax to other taxes which are
complaint with religious role.  The role of Zakat  in the terrorism financing was pointed by
(Chugani, 2008). Therefore, not paying VAT and diverting the funds towards the Zakat is a
realistic scenario.

4) Which actions could serve as closing this specific VAT fraud? In particular, have you identifies
margins of enhanced cooperation to close this fraud?

RE: Tax fraud as a tool of terrorist  financing needs a paradigm shift in the way it is dealt
with. Uber-terrorism is not centralized phenomena. It is like a puzzle spread over many
countries and involves different strata of society. Therefore, a single investigative body from
one country would not be able to tackle this phenomena. Also, distinguishing between,
fighting terrorism and fighting VAT fraud that financing it is a major flaw.

Uber-terrorism and the underlying tax evasion should be addressed in holistic way.
Therefore, the investigation teams should encompass people from various walks of life and
with a multi-disciplinary background, including:

 Governmental intelligence agencies
 Private intelligence firms
 Financial Intelligence units in banks
 Police officers
 Serious organized crime agencies
 Custom and Tax officers

Tax evasion for uber-terrorism funding is a global phenomena and also a global threat. Only
a transnational cooperation can address this issue in an efficient way. Few measures would
facilitate this effort including:
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 Creation of European Intelligence Office, that would reunite crucial intelligence from
all Member States.

 Cooperation between the big countries affected by terrorism: the United Kingdom,
the United States, European Union  and Eurasian Union

5) Which actions could serve as closing this specific terrorism financing channel?

RE: This channel cannot be currently closed. Potentially it can be reduced and better
surveyed by law enforcement.
In this new era, both financial institutions and intelligence services should reform their
methods and systems of tackling the terrorist backbone.  Anti-money laundering and
terrorism financing are currently addressed and dealt with through the same framework. In
reality they are two distinct phenomena very different in nature.

With the new operating model of terrorism the AML systems provided by the software
suppliers would fail to come up with any prevailing signals about the way the terrorist
actions are funded. This would leave banks and authorities into the dark.

The current methods and systems aim to track significant fund movements through
domestics and international transfers. They also target mainly big size entitles including
corporates, family offices, investment vehicles as well as non-profit organizations.

The uber-terrorism finances its actions mostly through personal finances and from sole
traders or SMEs. These potential sources are very difficult to label ex-ante, by a predictive
tool. It is only when a terrorist event occurs that is clear which SME or person was backing a
terrorist act. Not only the financing methods are difficult to detect but also there are less
predictive factors which would tell if one is a potential terrorism backer.

A potential solution could come from a different walk of life which concerns the retail
banking. Credit risk managers were confronted with similar problem in nature. Which client
will be bankrupt? But they are not focused to predict what client will default, but to create
clusters which would assess the potentially bad clients. In the same way financial institutions
and authorities could come built models which would assess the potentiality of a person or a
company to be involved in terrorist backbone. A fully fledged approach would include
financial and non-financial  information which would describe  a pattern of behaviour. Those
patterns would be analysed through statistical techniques and grouped in clusters. The
clusters describing the behaviours of individuals or SMEs can be overseen by a experts which
would identify those outliers that show a different behaviour from their peer group. Unusual
series of events (contacting a Islamist discussing group on Facebook followed by renting a
car for a foreign person ) could be a warning signal for the surveillance systems. This
framework would require an efficient information pipeline between intelligence agency and
financial institutions.

6) Have you identified adaptation of terrorism financing recently

Re: Few of the avenues taken for financing uber-terrorism include:
 Business loans: Companies take loans, that can be used for financing terror. The

company files for bankruptcy and the loans are not reimbursed.
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 Rents paid by sympathizers: People who follow a cause can help with paying flat rents,
renting cars, etc...

 Personal loans: Application fraud is a loan taken by a person with the intention of never
paying it back

 Social Security and benefits fraud: claiming benefits on fraudulent basis
 Crowdfunding: funds raised from the social network of the terrorists.
 Crypto-currencies: trading and mining
 Sanctions: Smuggling goods and service to bypass embargos

----------------------------
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